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SAVE WATER! SAVE NASHIK!! SAVE LIFE!!!
Few tips on how to save water
Sanika Deshmukh- A Level 2013 A

- Close the tap while brushing your teeth.
- Use bucket instead of shower.
- Wash fruits and vegetables in one pan instead of washing them separately.
- Collect the water you used for rinsing and re-use it to water the plants.
- Turn on your washing machine and dish-washer only when it is fully loaded.
- Embrace the spirit of Holi by meeting and greeting family and friends, instead of playing with colours.

Facebook: Faltu Bakwas!
Abhishek Patil- IGCSE 2013-B

Facebook

Hindi Movies, Bollywood, a home to larger than life situations, incredible melodrama and classic dialogues. “Kitney Aadmi They!” “Don ko pakadna mushkil hi nahi namumkin hai!”, “Arrey, Dhandne pe to bhagwan bhi mil jate hai! Yeh khazana kyaa badi cheez hai!”

The time changed, situations changed and so did needs and wants. “Ab bhagwan mile na mile; Facebook pe har dost beena dhunde mil jate hai!”

Facebook, a social wide database of people from 193 countries, with a social IQ of -193! Employees and students befriend their employers and teachers respectively over Facebook and then accuse the social network for not providing a secure platform for exposure of thoughts. Facebook is postulated to equip its users with a dais to put up their ideas and connect with friends. But it is being used for every other scatter brained reason. Let’s ponder over a balanced piece of text to support my thoughts.

A minor advantage of Facebook is that, personal information can be shared and a major disadvantage is that personal information can be shared with the entire world. Each day the news papers are flooded with cases of scandals involving the misuse of personal information wherein a person’s idiosyncratic data is used, for example, for registering bank accounts and SIM cards which could further be used for illegal activities.

Another minor advantage is that, it gets you addicted to itself and helps you reduce focus from bad things and a major disadvantage is that, it gets you addicted to itself and helps you diverts you from everything. There are people who spend days, nights and weeks glued to the screens updating their Facebook status and checking out others’.

In addition, your friends can track your regular activities but BEWARE! Any Tom, Dick or Harry can track your regular activities. Kidnaps and assassination plans have been executed using the target’s status updates. What FACEBOOK expects you to post when you watch a movie is the name of the movie and whether you liked it or not, and what YOU expect Facebook to let you post is the name of the movie, its review, location of the cinema hall, show timings, people you watched with and the flavour of popcorn you ate.

Another minor advantage is that people with similar interests can come together but a major disadvantage is that people with similar interests can come together. We need to understand that there are 7 billion people, who eat, drink, work, shop, dance and celebrate just like us. But we also need to understand that there are at least 7 billion different interests. Interests which get converted into Facebook pages. Facebook pages varying from “Tiddelywinks Dinkysnort Fan Club” to official “Illegal Car Racing Homepage”.

A further minor advantage is that, you meet new people and a further major advantage is that you meet new people. I would definitely want to meet someone like ‘Raunak Kashyap, lives in Nasik, works for Infosys, likes Tech, Hacks and SUVs and not at all ‘Raunak Kashyap, lives in Yavatmal, works for Papaya Nursery, like roses, thymes and Rajasthan Royals.’

Facebook was always meant to be good and so were Adolf Hitler and Saddam Hussein. On Facebook, no one is like self. It is a place where CBI agents prefer uploading their best friend’s child’s birthday party photos instead of a CAG report about a Rs. 1.86 lakh crore scandal.

There are 3 basic protocols. Newton’s 3 laws of Facebook motion. First law- A status updated remains on the wall, or if liked or commented gets shared with an uniform velocity unless external forces like Facebook management or the updater removes it. Second law- F = ma, i.e. Facebook = mistakes x attitude, it gets you tons of them with it. And the final third law being if a person ‘X’ exerts a photo on his Facebook friends the Facebook friends will exert and equal and opposite comment on the photo on person ‘X’.

We want Facebook to be clean. Resistant to fake accounts and security questions, providing a platform for exposure of desired thoughts to desired people. And its we, who will clean it, so let’s take a pledge today:

Facebook is my social network. All Facebook account holders are almost my brothers and sisters. I love my social media and I am proud of its rich and varied database of webpages. I shall always ‘LIKE’ to be worthy of it. I shall give my friends, employees and all account holders respect and treat everyone with a social sense. To my network and my comments, I pledge my devotion. In their well statuses and prosperity alone lies my happiness.

“JAI FACEBOOK”
INGREDIENTS OF A GOOD EDUCATION
Prajakta Vibhandik

If you want a recipe for good life, it is education which is like salt. Few years ago people said their basic necessities were food, water, shelter and air, but this is not case in the 21st century. People have added ‘Education’ in their list of basic necessities. Without this, hardly anyone can hardly survive. People surviving without education today if you go and ask them whether they from now, that too without education? probably be no’. Education can lead people and doctors. Good education is ingredients of it are the curriculum the relationship between the parents, students, and many other which order to make students affair. There is not just one way of a good education. Different follow different ways but the ingredients of a good educa-a way, similar to all, foremost the relation- the parents and students, and teachers and students. This relationship is very important as it helps the students to follow the appropriate track. Often students get deviated from their aim due to lack of interaction with their parents about studies. Parents are not informed about their child’s progress, what exactly the child is good at? How can he or she improve? Sometimes parents are unaware of the curriculum their child follows in school. What happens because of this, the students are not guided in proper direction, they do not receive any help from their parents, due to lack of enthusiasm from the parents the students tend to lose their interest and concentrate less on studies and this affects their career in future. Parents, without knowing about their children from their teachers expect them to get good grades and when they don’t get, they are hurt which indirectly affects the student and they become emotionally disturbed. Similarly, the relationship between the students and teachers should be sound. The teacher should try and understand each student and behave accordingly. Most of the students now, prefer and want the teachers to be friendly with them. This, in a way increases their enthusiasm towards studies. The teacher should keep in contact with the student’s parent and keep informing them so that even parent can help the student in taking right decision about his or her career, for example, which stream to choose- science, commerce or arts. This relationship will keep the students focused on their goal.

The most important ingredient next is a balanced curriculum. Some schools follow CIE-international curriculum whereas others follow ICSE, CBSE-national curriculum. The students following the international curriculum are benefited because they are accustomed to handle real life problems at an early age, their syllabus helps them do so, whereas in the national boards the students only know the theory and handle real life situation only when they actually start working. Isn’t this an advantage for the students following an international curriculum? Yes it is but is it fair enough? A balanced curriculum should be provided to the students in the country, in order to avoid discrimination. Rules are different in different schools. In some school, there are 60 students in 1 class with one teacher to teach them. The teacher’s attention gets divided, she might probably not handle all of them, this results in creating ruckus by the naughty students, which enticet other students but also wastes their time which should be utilized for studying. Whereas in other schools, there is one teacher to teach 30 students. The teacher total attention to all the students, is equal to all. The students waste their time, utilize priately and get good be the considered students will not till they ended. teacher loses attention ble. Hence, of students must in ac- important. It is important to understand that all the schools have the same infrastructure but at least the idea of attracting the students should be seen. Students should not study in a proper environment in school. In some schools, there are no fans, the students at this time concentrate more on how to get away from the heat and not on what the teacher is teaching. Proper infrastructure motivates the students and increases enthusiasm and they study properly. The last but very important ingredient is confidence. A confident student will ask the teacher if he or she has any doubts, this will help clearing his concepts, whereas, some students might hesitate. Students should be confident enough to ask whatever they want to. In same way, the teachers also play a very important role in boosting the child’s confidence. If a teacher is friendly, then the student would not hesitate to ask, but if the teacher is a bit strict, then students might hesitate to approach her.

As mentioned earlier, education is very important to survive and all these ingredients are a must for a proper education. This will not only help us, but also the country.

DID YOU KNOW?

We have a student with an artistic incline; who has a keen sight for textures and colours and a mind that could capture images and pictures in a different perspective. He has turned his idea into speaking and dancing images of bold colours of four Houses to bring out a digital graphic representation. That is Aarya Nagre of IGCSE 2013 whose creation is the New Frontier Logo- a bold signature depiction of the Frontier spirit of Fravashi International student body symbolizing the power of words along with the modern technology.

SHORT TERM COURSE FOR KIDS
Make your own CARTOONs and talk with them.
Learn Illustrator & Photoshop Softwares and enjoy with CARTOONS.
ADD. ABOVE ARCHIES GALLERY, COLLEGE ROAD, NASIK CALL: 2313634, 232580438, 9890486059.
The talk of the town, Fravashi Cricket League (FCL) commenced on 26 March 2013. Six teams, The Straight Edge, The Barracudas, The Gladiators, The Red Devils, The Energetic Eleven and The Black Hawks fought tooth and nail. The unusually special as the entire eagerly awaiting it. In the ceremony when all the players sporting their team jerseys the captains were photographed their teammates. Apart from the field, children indulged in the game of ‘first aid’ and this all we parents challenged the winners and a match against the Edgers and won. Enthusiasm of the events pledged to pay for the winners and all the future FCL untethered to sponsor the teams and cheerful atmosphere in the school.

The nail biting match promised another FCL soon!!

EVENTS AT FIA

Rashmi Pareek IGCSE Nov 14-C

The exciting ‘Cricket league’ in the month of March was followed by our unit tests and then a long weekend. After the weekend we were all set for a ‘F.I.A Indoor league’, which again was a refreshment, moreover a chance for the players to exhibit their capabilities. It was a historic moment at F.I.A, when we had a cricket match for girls on Friday, April 12, 2013, day-boards Vs the boarders. With the closing ceremony of the Indoor League, we all went into a serious mode- preparing for our exams. Well the excitement does not end here. Soon after the summer break we have two more exhilarating events.

‘F.I.A soccer league’ and the first ever MUN in Nashik, hosted in our school. Fravashi International Academy has always given us many such opportunities. These events are taking place in the month of June.

All the events were not only enjoyable but they also taught us a lot. We learnt the power of team spirit and most importantly they taught us to accept defeat! These are, not only steps towards sports but also new ways of learning or we can say our school is really looking beyond...
**Spiemacay**

Spiemacay is a voluntary organization, founded by Dr. Kiran Seth in the year 1977. SPICMACAY is a non-profitable organisation that keeps motivating school and college students to get involved in Indian heritage and culture and experience all available art forms and to get inspired by these things and mould their lives with a sensitive and ethical mind. The volunteers keep visiting schools and colleges in order to propagate this movement and by the end of 2020 they intend to take all the available art forms of India to each and every single child in the country. Various well known artists and musicians/maestros visit the school and colleges through them. The SPICMACAY workshop was conducted at FIA on Tuesday, June 26, 2012 by Mr. Sanjay Godakhindi and his associates from SPICMACAY. This very interesting workshop not only enlightened the students and team members of FIA about the voluntary work carried on to promote our rich culture of music amongst the youth but also helped in molding our young minds. The Director of Academics, FIA, Mrs. Vijay Chadha quoted, “This day and time will go down in the history of FIA.”

**Workshops**

A series of group discussions on what do we need for our survival, why do we need materials for survival and what are the things which we don’t need in our day to day life left our boys in a thinking mode. The children themselves concluded that all materialistic things will wither off one day and what will be left for them to make live happily is knowledge, compassion, mutual respect and care for mother Earth.

**Science Workshop for Grade VI to VIII tutors by Mr. Parag Shinde of “Think Labs”**

Mr. Parag Shinde explained the importance of Eureka at school level by conducting simple enquiry based experiments on Tuesday, March 05, 2013. From Bernoulli’s principle to Pascal’s law and to Archimedes principle he made science look so simple and interesting. He drove a vital point home that students must enjoy science and can be successful inventors if the scientific temper is ignited in these young minds by making science fun and easy and part of day today life.

**Frayashi International Academy unveils the Checkpoint Result and enjoys a top niche among International Schools**

Frayashi International Academy’s examination results have improved on a range of measures for the fourth year in succession. The school goes on record this year as having the all time best results of Checkpoint Secondary examination. FIA fills the vacuum for a high quality International Education as we have 2 students as overall achievers, Ms. Sanjana Patil and Ms. Rhea Gaikwad.

We have 18 students who excelled in their performance and left their hallowed portals as they have secured cent percent in 2 subjects out of three subjects, i.e. English, Mathematics and Science, offered for Checkpoint examination and 10 students who topped in 1 subject with a score of 6 on 6. This shows that FIA aims at developing learners who are confident, responsible, reflective, innovative and engaged. The Chairman Mr Ratan Luth, Vice-Chairperson Arch Sharvari Luth and the entire management of FIA expressed their heartiest congratulations to the Checkpoint Achievers for their commitment to hard work and demonstration of their attributes.

**Youth Champion League Soccer Tournament- Goa: 2012**


Under- 14 Boys Participants were Mst. Anjay Kale, Mst. Saif Ali Pinjari, Mst. Soham Choudhary, Mst. Prasad Shirode, Mst. Dhairya Sheelke Patil, Mst. Viren Nagarkar, Mst. Atharva Nagare, Mst. Seemhar Anand, Mst. Shivam Mulane, Mst. Anuj Patil, Mst. Raveen Makhijani Butani, Mst. Pradyumna Mote. The students enjoyed looking around the departments of the clinic and were surprised to see that a dental clinic could have so many departments and sophisticated equipment. The students enjoyed looking around the departments of the clinic and were surprised to see that a dental clinic could have so many departments and sophisticated equipment.
Ms. Mukta Kukreja

1. What made you pursue teaching as a career? What is so special about it?
   Ans. Actually, I accidentally entered the field of teaching. However, now over the years, I have started enjoying teaching as I love being with children. Moreover, I have learnt up teem things in this short span and I don’t think there could have been a better career option for me besides teaching.

2. What kind of music do you enjoy listening to?
   Ans. I enjoy listening to ghazals and sufi music.

3. Which batch of students did you enjoy teaching the most?
   Ans. The present Grade VIII batch, as I have been teaching them since Grade II.

4. Which characteristic about your nature would you wish to improve?
   Ans. I cannot express my emotions and feelings very freely and at the right time, hence I would like to improve upon this aspect of mine.

5. Are you a Bollywood freak? If yes, then what genre of movies are you fond of and wouldn’t like to give it a miss?
   Ans. No, I am not a Bollywood freak at all. Sometimes I enjoy watching comedy movies and don’t generally enjoy the serious ones.

6. Which subject gives you nightmares even today?
   Ans. Maths!.. (especially tables and formulas)

7. What things are you very particular about?
   Ans. I am very punctual and don’t appreciate someone keeping me waiting.

Maulika: You are a born leader. What qualities do you want in your dream team?
   Mulay Sir: Honesty, sincerity and ability to deliver their 200% and an aim set for themselves.

Vats: Who is your role model Sir? Why?
   Mulay Sir: My mother. She taught me how to face adversities with a smile, keep on giving and still never expect anything in return.

Vats: Where do you see FIA in the next five years?
   Mulay Sir: I see FIA redefining ‘beyond’.

Maulika: What would you wait for, every year without fail?
   Mulay Sir: Mother Teresa

Maulika: What do you dislike the most?
   Mulay Sir: The ignorance of this generation. I really get upset when I see they shirk their responsibilities.

Vats: Wow! That was really rapid

Maulika: What message will you give to the students?
   Mulay Sir: Be committed to your objective whatever it is

Vats: Sir, when do you get angry?
   Mulay Sir: Anger and the expression of anger are two different things. I show the expression of anger to get the desired result when all other methods fail. And when I get really angry, I go silent and introspect.

Things we don’t know about Sir:
- Love for his work is his strength.
- Work and only work is his weakness.
- Sir’s favourite menu is Dosa with hot chocolate for breakfast & Daal-Chawal, Sabzi-Roti & Achar for meal.

What do they think about Mulay Sir?